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By Associate Professor of English Nick Davis

Createspace, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Dan Nokes (illustrator). 229 x 152
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Tristan the Teddy Bear finds
himself in a strange new world where wonder and imagination mix together to create a patchwork
landscape of fantasy and adventure. With his new companion Wilma Bunny, the once cuddly toy of
his boy s sister they form the Cuddly Defenders and vow to protect Children from the Monsters
under the Bed. Joined by new friends Archer Bear and the mild-mannered Engineer Fernando the
Mouse Lion they decide to go exploring. This book in its telling is a collection of their new adventures
and is a mix of comic book action and the traditional illustrated storytelling. The Stories A Friend In
Need - The origins of a new Cuddly Defender is revealed as Tristan Wilma encounter a frightened
young Teddy Bear who is afraid of the Monsters under the Bed. A Little Big Adventure - Archer Bear
strikes out on his own and encounters the Folk of Little West who have one big problem. The Ballard
of Fernando - The Golden Goose crashes and Wilma Bunny is captured by the...
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This published pdf is fantastic. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying time period. I am just very happy to inform you that this is actually the greatest
publication i actually have read within my own lifestyle and could be he best ebook for actually.
-- Noem ie Hya tt-- Noem ie Hya tt

This is an incredible book that I have ever read through. It can be rally exciting throgh reading through time period. I discovered this publication from my i
and dad recommended this pdf to find out.
-- Fr iedr ich Lynch DDS-- Fr iedr ich Lynch DDS
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